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ABSTRACT
Despite efforts to identify risk factors for suicide following
exposure to completed suicide, research has paid less atten-
tion to the associations between exposure to nonfatal suicidal
behavior (NFSB) and subsequent suicide risk among the
exposed. Using path analysis, this study examined direct
effects of NFSB exposure on suicide risk, as well as indirect
effects via depression and anxiety symptom severity, per-
ceived burdensomeness, and thwarted belongingness. Using a
sample of 230 college students, a demographic group that is
disproportionately exposed to NFSB, results indicated that
NFSB exposure was directly associated with suicide risk and
depressive symptomatology and indirectly associated with sui-
cide risk through elevations in depressive symptomatology
and perceived burdensomeness. These findings support the
notion that exposure to NFSB serves as a risk factor for suici-
dality and that this association can be explained, at least in
part, by heightened depressive symptomatology and per-
ceived burdensomeness. Furthermore, these findings highlight
the importance of enhancing provisions of support for those
exposed to NFSB.
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Using the interpersonal-psychological theory of suicide

With nearly 45,000 suicide deaths in 2016 (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 2017), suicide continues to be a critical health concern in the
United States. Over the last five decades, research has endeavored to iden-
tify risk factors for suicide in an attempt to ameliorate its pervasiveness.
This research has yielded useful insights and has informed clinicians of
many factors that may contribute to the genesis of suicidal ideation and
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behavior, chief among them being the prevalence of mental disorders and a
history of previous attempts and ideation (e.g., Hawton, I Comabella, Haw,
& Saunders, 2013; Turecki & Brent, 2016). In addition to these and other
potent risk factors, research has begun to highlight exposure to suicide as a
salient risk factor for suicide (e.g., Abrutyn & Mueller, 2014; Maple, Cerel,
Sanford, Pearce, & Jordan, 2016). With recent investigations indicating that
nearly 48% of the U.S. population are exposed to and affected by the sui-
cide death of a close individual in their lifetime (Cerel et al., 2016), exposed
individuals represent a clear segment of the U.S. population that deserves
additional attention. This elevation in risk among those exposed to suicide
is not limited to suicide deaths, however. Evidence suggests that individuals
exposed to nonfatal suicidal behavior (NFSB1) also are at increased risk for
suicide (e.g., Abrutyn & Mueller, 2014; Burke et al., 2010). When consider-
ing that 2.7% and 9.2% of the U.S. population will attempt and seriously
consider suicide each year, respectively (Nock et al., 2008), this notion of
elevated risk among those exposed to NFSB presents an additional sobering
reality. Therefore, elucidating the underlying mechanisms that explain how
suicide risk is conferred among those exposed to NFSB, thus reflecting a
propagation or spreading of suicide, becomes a priority.

Exposure to NFSB and the spread of suicide

Recent research on the effects of suicide exposure and bereavement has
illuminated the consequences of exposure that might help explain how sui-
cide can spread from the decedent or suicidal individual to the exposed
individual. Such investigations have revealed that being exposed to the sui-
cide death of a close individual often ushers in a harrowing bereavement
experience. For example, research has identified that many individuals
exposed to the suicide death of a close other contend with heightened levels
of psychiatric symptomatology (Pitman, Osborn, King, & Erlangsen, 2014;
Sveen & Walby, 2008) and distressing thematic elements that make adjust-
ment to this particular form of loss problematic, such as guilt, shame, and
rejection (Bartik, Maple, Edwards, & Kiernan, 2013; Jordan, 2001).
Furthermore, there is broad consensus that vulnerability to or risk of subse-
quent suicide, is greatly increased among exposed individuals, suggested to
be due, at least in part, to a combination of interpersonal and intrapersonal
factors, such as social learning and heightened psychiatric symptoms,
respectively (Beautrais, 2000). For example, Maple et al. (2017) reviewed
the empirical evidence for the spread of suicide among those exposed to
suicidal behavior on the part of others who were not genetically related
and found that suicide risk was significantly higher for those exposed to
such behavior compared to those who had not been exposed. Despite the
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fact that this review was relatively comprehensive and contained compelling
evidence for elevated suicide risk following suicide exposure, Maple et al.
(2017), like many researchers before them, experienced methodological
challenges and thus failed to distinguish levels of exposure and subsequent
risk, and therefore were unable to examine psychological distress and sui-
cide risk associated uniquely with exposure to NFSB.
There is, however, a body of research that suggests that individuals

exposed to NFSB are at increased risk for suicide. For example, Burke et al.
(2010) found that individuals exposed to fatal and nonfatal forms of
suicidal behavior were four and three times more likely to have a lifetime
suicide attempt compared to those who were not exposed, respectively.
Furthermore, using a nationally representative sample of adolescents, Cerel,
Roberts, and Nilsen (2005) examined the impact of exposure to NFSB on
myriad risk outcomes and demonstrated that adolescents exposed to NFSB
were 3.5 times more likely to experience suicidal ideation in the previous
year, 3.6 times more likely to have attempted suicide in the past year, and
1.8 times more likely to have inflicted serious injuries requiring hospitaliza-
tion compared to those were not exposed to NFSB. Recent sociological
research further underscores the often protracted and deleterious effects of
NFSB exposure. Using data from three waves of the National Longitudinal
Study of Adolescent Health (ADD Health), and taking a panoply of risk
and protective factors into account, Abrutyn and Mueller (2014) demon-
strated that the suicide attempts of significant others were prospectively
associated with the development of suicidal ideation among participants. In
addition, these effects were stronger when exposed to a friend’s NSFB
rather than a family member’s, appeared to last for a year or more on most
occasions, and, importantly, indicated that girls were more vulnerable than
boys as they were more likely to develop suicidal behavior following NFSB
exposure. In another study using longitudinal ADD Health data, Baller and
Richardson (2009) found that the predicted probability of the development
of suicidal thoughts increased by 123% when an individual was exposed to
the suicide attempt of a friend, further lending credence to the suggestion
that being exposed to NFSB of others increases risk in the exposed
individual. As findings reflect a fairly robust relationship between exposure
to NFSB and subsequent suicidality, understanding the mechanisms with
which suicide might spread from the decedent or suicidal individual
to the exposed represents the next logical step in elucidating this
relationship.
To address this void, Mueller, Abrutyn, and Stockton (2015) conducted a

second analysis in an effort to identify causal mechanisms underlying the
spread of suicide and found that, after controlling for suicide risk at
Wave I, those whose peers disclosed their suicidal behavior were more
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likely to report emotional distress and subsequent suicidality at Waves II
and III. Notably, disclosure of suicidal ideation among peers did not yield
elevations in emotional distress among exposed adolescents. Similarly, a
recent study conducted by Bottomley, Abrutyn, Smigelsky, and Neimeyer
(2017) examined levels of psychiatric symptomatology among college stu-
dents exposed to NFSB and found that students exposed to NFSB had sig-
nificantly higher levels of depression and anxiety compared to students
exposed to general stressors (e.g., dissolution of an intimate relationship,
poor academic performance, family stress) but not NFSB, even after con-
trolling for gender, family psychiatric history, and personal psychiatric
diagnoses. Although this study suggests that elevated rates of depression
and anxiety may be one way to understand how suicide risk might be con-
ferred among those exposed to NFSB, this study did not assess suicidality
and suicide risk. Despite a substantial body of literature that supports the
notion of a robust exposure effect on suicide risk and emotional distress
(Patel, Flisher, Hetrick, & McGorry, 2007), questions remain concerning
the mechanisms that explain this exposure effect.

Interpersonal psychological theory of suicide

One theory of suicide that has withstood empirical scrutiny across many
clinical and nonclinical samples is Joiner’s (2005) interpersonal psychological
theory of suicide (IPTS). According to this theory, the desire to die by sui-
cide occurs in individuals who hold two psychological states in their minds
for a protracted period of time: perceived burdensomeness and a sense of
low belongingness or social alienation (i.e., thwarted belongingness).
Perceived burdensomeness reflects the view that one’s existence poses a bur-
den on family members, friends, and society as a whole. When a person
holds this view for a long time, the idea that “my death will be worth more
than my life to family, friends, society, etc.” seems more justifiable in the
mind of the suffering person. Direct tests of this component of the theory
have been supportive, with one study identifying perceived burdensomeness
as a robust predictor of suicide attempt status and suicidal ideation among
a sample of psychotherapy outpatients, even after controlling for estab-
lished covariates like hopelessness (Van Orden, Lynam, Hollar, & Joiner,
2006). Thwarted belongingness reflects the experience of feeling alienated
from others and of not feeling like an integral part of a family, circle of
friends or peers, or other valued group. Similar to perceived burdensome-
ness, there is abundant evidence that thwarted belongingness is implicated
in suicidal behavior (e.g., Cero, Zuromski, Witte, Ribiero, & Joiner, 2015).
Viewing such results alongside recent findings that individuals exposed to
NFSB have higher rates of depressive and anxiety symptomatology
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(Bottomley et al., 2017), it seems reasonable to speculate that perceived
burdensomeness and thwarted belongingness in combination with elevated
psychiatric symptomatology might help to explain how suicide risk is
increased among those exposed to NFSB—a phenomenon that is dispropor-
tionately experienced by emerging adults and college-aged students.

NFSB among college students

Suicide among young people is a well-recognized public health issue in the
United States. In 2016, suicide represented the second leading cause of
death for individuals between the ages of 18 and 25, with recent evidence
suggesting that nearly 22.3% of college students experience some degree of
suicide ideation in at some point in their life, with 6.1% and 3.2% of stu-
dents having ideation that rises to the development of a plan and an
attempted suicide, respectively (Mortier et al., 2018). Given the proximity
of young adults on college campuses, college students are one demographic
group that appears to be disproportionately exposed to the suicidal behav-
ior of their peers. One of the earliest studies of suicide exposure on college
campuses found that the vast majority of college students (90.7%) knew
someone who had engaged in some form of NFSB (i.e., attempted suicide
or expressed suicidal ideation; Mishara, 1982). Building on this study,
Westefeld et al. (2005) conducted a survey of college students from four
universities throughout the United States and found that over 40% of stu-
dents knew someone who had attempted suicide at some point during their
college enrollment. Other studies have similarly indicated that a large pro-
portion of adolescents and young adults are exposed to NFSB, with
upwards of 60% of adolescents reporting knowing someone who had
attempted suicide during their lifetime (Resnick et al., 1997). Taking into
consideration the physical and emotional proximity that characterizes the
environment of college campuses, it is possible that exposure to NFSB dur-
ing the formative years of college may have a profound effect on a vast
number of individuals (Cerel, Bolin, & Moore, 2013). Because elevations in
psychiatric sequelae often follow exposure to NFSB, namely conditions that
have long been considered salient risk factors for the development of sui-
cidal thoughts and behaviors, such as depression and anxiety (Bottomley
et al., 2017), it therefore stands to reason that the confluence of elevations
in depression, anxiety, and components of the IPTS might be mechanisms
with which suicide risk is conferred among college students exposed to
NFSB. However, to date, sparse empirical attention has been given to
investigating the mechanisms by which suicide risk might manifest in this
population, particularly through the lens of prevailing theories of suicide,
such as the IPTS. Therefore, given the fact that college-aged students have
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notoriously high levels of suicidality (Patel et al., 2007), this empirical void
becomes a chief concern.
To address this gap in the literature, the current study investigates the

associations among exposure to NFSB, psychiatric symptomatology, ele-
ments of the IPTS, and suicide risk in a college student sample. Moreover,
by elucidating the pathways by which suicide risk is conferred among stu-
dents exposed to NFSB, this study endeavors to provide empirical evidence
of how and why suicide might propagate among college students exposed
to NFSB.

Method

Participants and procedures

Following institutional review board approval, participants were recruited
from undergraduate courses at a large research university located in the
Mid-South region of the United States between January 2016 and January
2018. Data were collected electronically via an online subject pool system
sponsored by the institution’s psychology department. All procedures were
completed anonymously online using the Qualtrics survey platform and par-
ticipants received course-related credit upon successful study completion.
To be included in the current study, students must have been exposed to

either (a) the suicide attempt of another, (b) the disclosure of suicidal
thoughts by another, or (c) a particularly salient, yet fairly typical, stressor
within the last two years. Participants were excluded from the current ana-
lysis if they concurrently endorsed the death of a close other by any means
within the last two years. A total of 103 students exposed to NFSB and 127
randomly selected students exposed to general stressors (but not NFSB)
completed the survey and were included in subsequent analyses. Stressors
included in the study were selected based on their congruence with a typical
college student experience and included school-related problems (endorsed
as most distressing by 29.1% of students not exposed to NFSB), financial dif-
ficulties (27.1%), dissolution of an important relationship (15.8%), increased
family tension (15.3%), negatively valenced change in job status (9.9%), and
problems at work (3%). All participants endorsed at least one stressor from
the list provided. Demographic information for both the NFSB-exposed and
general stress (not exposed to NFSB) samples are included in Table 1.

Measures

Exposure to NFSB and general stressors
Exposure to NFSB and general stressors was assessed through numerous
self-report items. Participants were asked, “In the past two years, has
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someone close to you either (a) made a suicide attempt and survived or (b)
shared with you that they have had thoughts of ending their life?”
Participants who reported being exposed to either (a) or (b) in the past
two years were then asked to select whether they were exposed to (a), (b),
or both in the last two years. All participants were then asked to respond
to questions pertaining to their experiences of being exposed to a number
of general stressors within the past two years, including selecting stressors
from an exhaustive list or writing in a stressor that was not presented in
the survey and indicating which stressor had been the most distressing
lately. These stressors were adapted from items included in the Social
Readjustment Rating Scale (SRRS; Holmes & Rahe, 1967) and were
intended to capture the breadth of possible stressors that students might
experience during their college enrollment, such as family discord, dissol-
ution of intimate relationships, loss of a job, academic challenges, and
substance abuse problems. For the purpose of the current analysis, partici-
pants who endorsed any level of exposure to NFSB in the past two
years (i.e., exposure to a suicide attempt of another versus exposure
to endorsement of suicidal ideation or both) comprised the
NFSB-exposed group, yielding a dichotomous variable of exposure (i.e., the
presence or absence of exposure to NFSB of any kind in the past
two years).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for college students exposed and not exposed to nonfatal sui-
cidal behavior.

Exposed to NFSB (n¼ 103)
Not exposed to
NFSB n¼ 127)

Demographic Variables M (SD) % (n) M (SD) % (n)

Age 20.54 (4.12) 20.61 (3.81)
Sex
Female 77.7 (80) 66.9 (85)
Male 22.3 (23) 33.1 (42)

Race
White/Caucasian 58.3 (60) 48.0 (61)
African American 32.0 (33) 36.2 (46)
Hispanic or Latino 7.8 (8) 10.2 (13)
Asian 5.8 (6) 5.5 (7)
Other 4.8 (5) 7.1 (9)
Relationship to Suicidal Person
Friend 60.2 (62)
Sibling 9.7 (10)
Parent 5.8 (6)
Spouse/Partner 5.8 (6)
Extended Family 14.5 (15)
Other 3.8 (4)

Length of Relationship
Less than 12 months 15.5 (16)
More than 1 year less than 5 35.9 (37)
More than 5 years less than 10 18.4 (19)
More than 10 years 30.1 (31)
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Depression symptoms
To assess levels of depression, the Patient Health Questionnaire depression
scale (PHQ-8; Kroenke et al., 2009) was utilized. The PHQ-8 is a brief, 8-
item measure of depression and has been established in previous research
as being a highly valid measure of depression severity and symptoms in the
general population. This measure had strong internal consistency in the
current sample (a=.91).

Anxiety symptoms
The Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item scale (GAD-7; Spitzer, Kroenke,
Williams, & Lowe, 2006) was employed to examine levels of anxiety. The
GAD-7 has been shown to have good reliability and strong criterion and
construct validity. In the current sample, the GAD-7 evidenced strong
internal consistency (a=.93).

Thwarted belongingness
To assess thwarted belongingness, nine items from the Interpersonal Needs
Questionnaire (INQ-15; Van Orden, Cukrowicz, Witte, & Joiner, 2012)
were employed. These nine items of the INQ-15 comprise the
Belongingness scale, which has good construct validity with associations in
the expected directions with measures of loneliness and mood (Van Orden
et al., 2012). Respondents indicated the degree to which each item (e.g.,
“These days I feel disconnected from other people”) was true for them on
a 7-point Likert scale, with higher scores indicating a stronger sense of
thwarted belongingness. The 9-item scale used in the current study has
shown good factor structure in previous research (Bryan, Morrow, Anestis,
& Joiner, 2010), and its internal consistency for the current sample was
strong (.86).

Perceived burdensomeness
Perceived burdensomeness was measured using six items of the of the
INQ-15 that comprise the Burdensomeness subscale. This scale evidences
strong construct validity, with the six burdensomeness items of the INQ
correlating in the expected directions with measures of competence, social
worth, and responsibility to family (Van Orden et al., 2012). Respondents
were asked to indicate the degree to which each item (e.g., “These days the
people in my life would be better off if I were gone”) was true for them on
a 7-point Likert scale, with higher scores reflecting an elevated sense bur-
densomeness. In previous studies, the six-item scale used in the current
study has shown good factor structure (Bryan et al., 2010), and its internal
consistency for the current sample was excellent (a=.96).
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Suicide risk
Suicide risk was assessed using the 4-item Suicidal Behaviors
Questionnaire–Revised (SBQ-R; Osman et al., 2001), which is a brief self-
report instrument of suicide risk that takes into account previous suicide
attempts, frequency of suicidal ideation, suicidal communication, and the
subjective likelihood of a future suicide attempt. Construct validity for the
SBQ-R is strong based on its ability to reliably differentiate between
suicidal and nonsuicidal subgroups in both clinical and nonclinical contexts
(e.g., Osman et al., 2001). Total scores for the SBQ-R range from 3 to 18.
However, for the current study, we transformed these values by subtracting
3 from each student’s total score such that “no suicide risk” was reflected
by a score of 0. As a result of this procedure, total scores ranged from 0 to
15. Internal consistency for the SBQ-R was .85 in the current sample.

Covariates
Several variables were considered to be theoretical covariates based on pre-
vious literature specifying them as differential predictors of suicide risk.
For example, as gender predicts suicide risk in interaction with a number
of other variables (e.g., Qin, Agerbo, & Mortensen, 2003), it was considered
to be a potential covariate in the current sample and was thus controlled
for in the analyses. Furthermore, family psychiatric history has long been
considered a risk factor for suicide (e.g., Qin, Agerbo, & Mortensen, 2002),
and as such, the number of family psychiatric diagnoses was controlled for
in the current sample. In contrast, because the number of general stressors
endorsed by students was not significantly different across exposure groups,
t(206)=.90, p=.37, they were not entered as control variables in
the analyses.

Analytic plan

To examine the relationship among NFSB exposure, psychiatric symptom-
atology, components of the IPTS, and suicide, a risk path analysis with dir-
ect and indirect effects was conducted in Mplus 8.0 using MLR, a
maximum likelihood parameter estimate that is robust to nonnormality
and nonindependence of observations. Model fit was evaluated using the
model chi-square (Bollen & Long, 1993), the comparative fit index (CFI;
Bentler, 1990), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA;
Steiger, 1990), and the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR; Hu
& Bentler, 1999; Boomsma, 2000). The chi-square test of model fit indicates
the model’s correspondence to the data, with a higher chi-square value and
a p-value<.05 indicating poor model fit to the data. This test can be sensi-
tive to slight misspecifications in the model’s structure and to sample size,
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such that higher sample sizes can yield significant results (Bollen & Long,
1993). As such, it is imperative that other measures of fit be included in
addition to the chi-square test. The RMSEA is a measure of “discrepancy
per degree of freedom” in a model and produces 90% confidence intervals
to determine a “badness-of-fit” index (i.e., estimate values of 0 indicate the
best fit, values <.05 indicate a close approximate fit, and higher values
indicate worse fit; Browne & Cudeck, 1993). Standardized root mean
square residual (SRMR) measures the overall difference between the
observed and predicted correlations, with values less than .10 considered
acceptable and values <.08 indicating a good fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999).
Comparative fit indices (CFI) indicate how much better a model fits the
data compared to a baseline model in which all variables are uncorrelated.
A rule of thumb for CFI and other incremental indexes is that values
greater than roughly .90 may indicate marginal fit, while values greater
than .95 indicate good fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999).
To enhance the utility of the data, we employed a number of validating

questions such as, “If you are reading this, please select ‘once every week.’”
If cases failed to meet this criterion, these data were omitted in a list-wise
manner. Following this procedure, 13 cases were declared invalid and were
omitted from the analyses. Subsequently, a Missing Values Analysis (MVA)
was employed to investigate the occurrence and prevalence of missing data.
Results of this analysis indicated no missing values for the measures under
investigation in this study.

Results

Preliminary analyses

Means, standard deviations, and bivariate correlations for all variables were
first calculated to describe the sample and are presented in Table 2. As
expected, given the nonclinical college student sample, suicide risk was
deemed low for the majority of the sample and the average score among

Table 2. Means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations of variables in total sample.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 M SD

1 NFSB Exposure (N/Y) — — —
2 Depression .17� — 7.95 3.02
3 Anxiety .19� .77�� — 7.59 3.13
4 Belong �.02 .51�� .42�� — 25.79 11.88
5 Burden .06 .56�� .48�� .52�� — 10.75 7.92
6 Suicide Risk .16� .46�� .41�� .35�� .49�� — 3.84 1.71
7 Family Psych Hist. .15� .21�� .23�� .12 .22�� .41�� — 1.62 1.93
8 Gender .12 .16� .24�� .00 .02 .05 .12 — — —

Note. n¼ 230; Pearson’s r �p < .05. ��p <.01; M ¼ mean; SD ¼ standard deviation; NFSB exposure dichotom-
ized (NFSB-exposed ¼ 1; nonexposed ¼ 0); belong¼ thwarted belongingness; burden¼ perceived
burdensomeness.
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students (M¼ 3.84; SD¼ 1.71) was well below the suggested clinical cutoff
of 7. Additionally, depression (M¼ 7.95; SD¼ 3.02) and anxiety (M¼ 7.59;
SD¼ 3.13) symptomatology were observed to be moderate in the current
sample, consistent with epidemiological findings of elevated mood disorder
symptoms among college students (e.g., Beiter et al., 2015; Eisenberg,
Gollust, Golberstein, & Hefner, 2007).

Model fit

The initial, full model (see Figure 1), which examined the relationship
between exposure to NFSB, depression, and anxiety symptomatology and
suicide risk through IPTS variables, demonstrated excellent fit, v2(2)¼ 3.05,
p¼ .22; SRMR¼ .016; RMSEA¼ .036 (90% confidence interval [CI]:
.00–.11); CFI¼ .99; AIC¼ 9806.97. However, in order to further examine
the directionality of the paths between variables, an alternative model was
constructed. This alternative model examined the relationship between
exposure to NFSB, IPTS variables and suicide risk through depression and
anxiety symptomatology. Model fit for this alternative model was marginal
(v2(2) ¼ 8.98, p¼ .011; SRMR¼ .02; RMSEA¼ .09, 90% confidence interval
[CI]: .04–.16); CFI¼ .98; AIC¼ 9813.69), suggesting that our initial proposed
model provided superior fit to the data. Given the strong fit indices and the
a priori theoretical coherence of the relationships among the variables, the
initial full model was retained and interpreted. Standardized regression coef-
ficients for all path estimates for the final model are presented in Table 3.

Direct and indirect pathways

In the final model, which accounted for 23% of the variance in suicide risk
after controlling for gender and family psychiatric history, exposure to
NFSB was associated with more severe depression (b¼ .145, p< .001) and

Depression

Suicide Risk

Thwarted 
Belongingness

NFSB Exposure
(Y/N)

Anxiety
Family Psych 

History

Gender

Perceived 
Burdensomeness

.145 (.0
5)

.397 (.08)

.430 (.08)

.286 (.09)

.761 (.03)

.346 (.06)

Figure 1. Final model with standardized beta weights for significant path estimates (in blue).
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anxiety symptoms (b¼ .121, p¼ .01). Depression symptoms significantly
covaried with anxiety symptoms (b¼ .761, p< .001), but only depression
was significantly associated with thwarted belongingness (b=.397, p< .001)
and perceived burdensomeness (b¼ .430, p< .001). Surprisingly, only per-
ceived burdensomeness was significantly associated with suicide risk
( b=.286, p< .001). In this final model, and somewhat unsurprisingly, the
direct effect of NFSB exposure on suicide risk trended toward significance
( b=.081, p=.08). Depressive symptomatology did not directly predict sui-
cide risk, but there was a significant indirect effect via perceived burden-
someness in this final model ( b=.123, p=.01). Finally, the indirect effect of
exposure to NFSB on suicide risk through depression symptomatology and
perceived burdensomeness was significant (b=.018, p=.03), suggesting that
exposure to NFSB might confer suicide risk through elevations in depres-
sion symptomatology and a heightened sense of burdensomeness. All direct
and indirect pathways of variables predicting suicide risk are presented in
Table 4.

Discussion

The current study examined the relationship among NFSB exposure, psy-
chiatric symptomatology, components of a well-established theory of sui-
cide (IPTS; Joiner, 2005), and suicide risk to address the empirical void of
how and why suicide might propagate among students exposed to NFSB.
When considering how and why suicide risk might be conferred among
students exposed to NFSB, Joiner’s (2005) IPTS provides some context. For
example, although exposure to NFSB trended toward significance in dir-
ectly predicting suicide risk, exposure to NFSB did indeed significantly pre-
dict suicide risk through elevated depressive symptoms and a heightened
sense of burdensomeness, even after controlling for a number of covariates.
This finding is consistent with research that has examined the IPTS in

Table 3. Standardized regression coefficients and standard errors for all pathways.
Variable 1 Variable 2 B S.E. Est/S.E. p

NFSB Exposure Suicide Risk 0.08 0.05 1.74 .08
NFSB Exposure Depression 0.14 0.05 2.94 <.001
NFSB Exposure Anxiety 0.12 0.05 2.45 .01
Depression Suicide Risk 0.11 0.09 1.22 .22
Depression Belongingness 0.40 0.08 4.71 <.001
Depression Burdensomeness 0.43 0.08 5.33 <.001
Anxiety Suicide Risk 0.04 0.08 0.45 .65
Anxiety Belongingness 0.13 0.09 1.46 .14
Anxiety Burdensomeness 0.15 0.08 1.77 .07
Belongingness Suicide Risk 0.07 0.07 0.99 .32
Burdensomeness Suicide Risk 0.29 0.09 3.34 <.001
Covariates
Anxiety Depression 0.76 0.03 27.49 <.001
Belongingness Burdensomeness 0.35 0.06 5.66 <.001
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diverse populations of individuals exposed to numerous stressors and aligns
with investigations employing the IPTS as an a priori theory to explain sui-
cidal behavior (e.g., Bryan, Cukrowicz, West, & Morrow, 2010; Chu
et al., 2017).
Exposure to NFSB predicted elevations in depression and anxiety symp-

tom, consistent with prior research (Bottomley et al., 2017). Furthermore,
this finding proffers partial support for the notion that elevations in
depression and anxiety contribute to conferral of suicide risk among
NFSB-exposed students. However, our findings indicated that depression,
not anxiety, is associated with suicide risk in the context of exposure to
NFSB, likely due, at least in part, to elevations in perceived burdensome-
ness. To our surprise, neither depression nor anxiety directly predicted sui-
cide risk, which lends support to the IPTS as a relevant theory for
explaining and predicting suicidal behavior.
Thwarted belongingness did not directly predict suicide risk in the cur-

rent sample, but elevations in perceived burdensomeness did directly pre-
dict risk. These results are consistent with recent empirical examinations of
the IPTS, which also found that thwarted belongingness did not independ-
ently predict suicidality (Cero et al., 2015; Hill & Petit, 2012; O’Keefe et al.,
2014). Rather, it is believed that the co-occurrence of thwarted belonging-
ness and perceived burdensomeness, enduring for a protracted period of
time, is a potent predictor of the desire to die by suicide (Joiner, 2005). In
light of the current findings, it may be the case that exposure to NFSB,
combined with elevations in depression and thwarted belongingness,
regardless of one’s level of social integration and capital, explains elevations
of suicide risk among NFSB-exposed students. Given that college-aged stu-
dents are disproportionately exposed to NFSB and are at a greater risk for
suicide compared to the general public, elevations in depression and a
sense of being a burden on others are specific markers that could aid

Table 4. Direct and indirect effects of variables on suicide risk.
Direct Effect Indirect Effect

B S.E. Est/S.E. p B S.E. Est/S.E. p

NFSB Exposure 0.081 0.047 1.74 .08
NFSB Exposure via Anxiety 0.01 0.01 0.45 .65
NFSB Exposure via Depression 0.02 0.02 1.12 .26
NFSB Exposure via Anxiety & Belong 0.01 0.01 0.81 .42
NFSB Exposure via Depression & Belong 0.01 0.01 0.93 .35
NSFB Exposure via Anxiety & Burden 0.01 0.01 1.27 .21
NFSB Exposure via Depression & Burden 0.01 0.01 2.09 .03
Depression 0.106 0.087 1.22 .22
Depression via Belong 0.03 0.03 0.99 .33
Depression via Burden 0.12 0.04 3.07 .01
Anxiety 0.035 0.078 0.450 .65
Anxiety via Belong 0.01 0.01 0.86 .39
Anxiety via Burden 0.04 0.02 1.57 .11
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mental health professionals working on college campuses in identifying at-
risk students.
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to use Joiner’s

(2005) IPTS to explain how negative sequelae associated with NFSB expos-
ure serve as pathways to, or confer elevations in, suicide risk. Furthermore,
an additional strength of the current study is the inclusion of a comparison
group of students who had not been exposed to NFSB but who had experi-
enced other stressors. The distinction between outcomes for these two
groups of exposed students underscores the unique and substantial impact
of exposure to NFSB on college students’ risk for suicide. Therefore, this
study contributes to the extant body of literature supporting the propagat-
ing effect of suicide among those exposed to NFSB (e.g., Abrutyn &
Mueller, 2014; Maple et al., 2017).
Despite this contribution, however, this study was not without limita-

tions. First, the exclusive focus on NFSB precludes comparing individuals
exposed to NFSB with those exposed to suicide deaths. Previous research
has examined demarcations of high and low exposure and first- and sec-
ondhand exposure, which refer to a suicide completion versus a suicide
attempt and directly witnessing versus hearing about the suicidal act,
respectively (Burke et al., 2010). Taking this methodology into consider-
ation, future research should endeavor to examine exposure across these
levels in order to understand the differential effect of exposure on mental
health symptomatology and suicide risk. Similarly, the present study did
not assess helping behavior among the exposed with regard to the suicidal
individual. Presumably, offering support or providing support to a suicidal
person may exacerbate the overall stress of the experience and yield eleva-
tions in symptomatology that exceed the levels of someone who was merely
passively aware. Future research should be conducted with this in mind to
further disentangle these possible relationships. Regarding sample size, the
current study utilized a modest sample of college students. To obtain
greater power and enhance the current findings, subsequent research
should utilize samples consisting of a greater number of students from
diverse social and cultural backgrounds. Moreover, to generalize these find-
ings, replication studies should be conducted using an older cohort and a
nationally representative sample. Future research also could include exam-
ination of protective factors that may moderate the relationship between
NFSB exposure and suicide risk and, perhaps more importantly, the
relationship between perceived burdensomeness and suicide risk among
those exposed to NFSB. Finally, the present study was cross-sectional,
which limits our ability to predict risk prospectively. Therefore, longitu-
dinal designs should be implemented in future research to the
degree possible.
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Despite these limitations, the current study has important implications
for both research and clinical practice. Over the last decade, there has been
a concerted effort to design and implement effective support programs for
adolescents and young adults who have been exposed to a completed sui-
cide (Cerel et al., 2013; Westefeld et al., 2005). However, to our knowledge,
no similar service exists for young people exposed to NFSB. The findings
outlined in this study provide new evidence suggesting that college-aged
students exposed to NFSB are at a greater risk for suicide, in large part
through elevations in depressive symptomatology and a heightened sense of
burdensomeness on others. Accordingly, designing programs that are tail-
ored to the stressful experience of being exposed to NFSB is of great
importance. This call for postvention programs is consistent with recent
guidelines from the National Action Alliance for Suicide Prevention
Survivors of Suicide Loss Task Force (Neimeyer, Cerel, & Maple, 2017).
Programs might especially target variables that appear to mediate the rela-
tionship between NFSB exposure and suicide risk, such as depression and a
perception of being a burden on others, with the ultimate aim of reducing
risk for future suicidality among college students.

Note

1. For the purpose of this paper, NFSB is defined as suicidal ideation with or without
suicide attempts, consistent with the definition put forth by Nock et al. (2008).
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